**SPIRITUAL NUMBERS: 537 THROUGH 581**

**THEME 43: THE OPPRESSOR IS HUMILIATED**

God calls his people to be graceful, peaceful, and prayerful. God knows there are violent oppressors in the land, and he warns that the righteous will triumph. The one who examines spiritual numbers is translating a foreign language, the language of God. By understanding these numbers, we can gain insight into the spiritual battles we face and the strategies we need to employ to overcome them.

**THEME 44: THE BLOODY MURDERERS ARE DESTROYED**

Not all spirits will subconsciously inspire rulers to use bloodshed and force to keep spiritual men into fearful submission. Christians do not fight back; God grasps the bloody murderers by the throat and shakes the life out of them.

**THEME 45: KINGDOM OF HEAVEN - INVISIBLE ON EARTH**

This was fulfilled by Stephen: vision of Christ at the right hand of God. Here is the mystery of our faith - Christ is already victorious. Before Christ returns to punish the earth - he offers grace and forgiveness to those who come to him in faith.

---

**Notes on spiritual numbers:**

128 is normally interpreted as BLESSED ONES. Here we factor it as: 128 = 2 x 64 which means Division (2) of Battle (64). This may be translated ‘HE DECIDES THE BATTLE’. A number with many factors is safe; it can have many meanings.

129 is normally interpreted as BACK-BITING. 129 = 3 x 43 which means Binding (3) of humiliation (43). Here it is translated as TRUMPANT VICTOR. In the case it is translated as BACK-BITING, the humiliation binds you; in the case it is translated TRUMPANT VICTOR it is the humiliation itself that is bound (by the overwhelming success).

130 is normally interpreted as ACCUSATION. 130 = 10 x 13 which means Testimony (10) against Rebel (13). Here it is factored 130 = 26 x 5 which means: Gospel (26) of Grace (5).

In all these cases the meaning of the spiritual number is known in the context. The one who examines spiritual numbers is translating a foreign language, the language of God.